
Elements of Celtic Place-names
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hE CELTIC CULTURES and languages of the Atlantic fringe of
Europe have been in a state of constant decline for several cen-
turies. The Celtic languages of Cornwall and the Isle of Man are
practically extinct, the Gaelic of Scotland is spoken by some 75,500
persons, mainly in the Western Isles, while in Ireland, in spite of
government encouragement, only some 500,000 claim to speak
Gaelic, most of them, however, not using it in everyday life. In Wales
the language has been more tenacious and around 656,000 people
listen to their own Welsh radio and television programs and read
their own Welsh newspapers and novels. The greatest number still
speaking a Celtic language, however, are the Bretons and, in spite of
no encouragement and even opposition from the French government,
about one million of the inhabitants of Western Brittany still speak
the language that they brought with them from Britain between the
fifth and ninth centuries.

The Celtic languages are divided into two main groups, the Goi-
delic or Gaelic and the Brythonic. The former includes Irish, Scot-
tish and Manx Gaelic; the latter Welsh, Cornish and Breton. These
two groups are called the Q and P dialects respectively because of
the different development in each of the P.I.E. labio-velar stops. In
the Gaelic group P.I.E. * k u remains a velar stop (c/q), but be-
comes a voiceless labial stop (p) in the Brythonic group. Thus the
Irish Gaelic word for five is cuig, the Scottish coig, and the Manx
queig, whereas the Welsh is pump, the Cornish pymp, and the Breton
pemp. Compare also Irish and Scottish ceann, Manx kione, with
Welsh and Cornish pen, Breton penn "head." Another phonetic
feature distinguishing the two groups is the development of an
original s to an h in the Brythonic group, but its retention as s in
Gaelic; e.g. Scottish sean, but Welsh hen "old."

The orthography of the Celtic languages presents some problems
for non-linguists. Both Scottish and Irish Gaelic have a complex
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orthography, based on a rule ,vhich insists that a consonant must be
flanked by vowels of the same quality, either "broad" (a,o,u,) or
"narrow" (e, i). Many consonants become either aspirated, softened
or muted (shown in orthography by the addition of an h). These are
the so-called "mutations" which occur in all Celtic languages, sub-
ject to certain grammatical rules, but are most obvious in the
written forms Breton, Cornish and Manx, where a more phonetic
orthography was adopted. Manx in fact took its ortography from
English, while that of Breton was influenced by French. Welsh de-
veloped its own spelling conventions, more phonetic, however, than
those of Irish or Scottish Gaelic.

Without a knowledge of the mutations to which a given letter is
subject it is difficult to use a Celtic dictionary, especially as all the
mutations occur only at the beginning of a word. In Breton, for
example, the letter p may occur as b or j, k as g or c'h, t as d or z, m
as v, b as v or p, at the beginning of a noun, adjective or verb. This
complicated variety may result in some seeming confusion in the
form of place-name elements; for exemple, bihan "little" may appear
as vihan, or koad "wood, forest" as goad or c'hoad.

Although numerous Celtic place-names appear in areas where a
Celtic language is no longer spoken, many of these place-names
retain their original form with little adulteration. This statement is
especially true for a large part of the Scottish Highlands and most
of Wales and Brittany. In Ireland', Cornwall and on the Isle ofMan,
however, the influence of English has caused the adulteration of
most place-names; for example, Slievenaman for Sliabh na mBan
"mountain of women," or Donegal for Dun na nGall "fort of the
strangers." Many Breton names have been gallicized in their spel-
ling, but their basic forms have been little altered, such as Paimpol
for Penpoul, Quimper for Kemper, Quintin for Kintin, Ooncarneau
for Konk-Kernev "corner of Cornouaille" (a region of Brittany be-
aring the same name as Cornwall).

In all these areas many Celtic place-names have been replaced by
names of English or French type, in some cases translations of the
original name, as Maryborough for Port Laoighise, Queenstown for
Oobh in Ireland; H olyhead for Oaergybi, Fishguard for Abergwaun,
Welshpool for Y Trallwng, Swansea for Abertawe in Wales; and
Olu1teauneuf-du-Faou for Kastell-Nevez, Saint-Michel-en-Greves for
Lokmikael-an-Traez "cell of St. Michael on the shore" in Brittany.
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The place-names of Scotland are more complex in origin than
those of the other Celtic regions. The Highlands have place-names
which are predominantly of Gaelic origin with the exception of some
Scandinavian names in the North-West, particularly in the Heb-
rides and in Caithness, the Orkneys and the Shetlands, where little
Celtic culture ever existed in historical times. It should be noted
that Scandinavian names are also found in Ireland and Wales. The
Scottish Lowlands, including the whole east coast, have names of
predominantly English origin; but there are some interesting sur-
vivals of Celtic place-names even in this area, not only of Gaelic
origin but also of the Brythonic type, testifying to the existence of
tribes speaking a form early Welsh in southern Scotland in the early
centuries of our era. Examples of these names are Penicuik, Welsh
Pen y Gog "head or hill of the cuckoo," Prenlas, Welsh Pren Glas
"green tree," Ochilree, Welsh Uchel Drej "upper farm," Trevercraig,
Welsh Trej yr Graig "farm of the rock," a name often encountered
in Wales in the form of Tre'rcraig. In the Edinburgh area Watson
counted no less than 52 place-names of Old Welsh and 89 Of Gaelic
origin.! Thus is the tenacity of place-names well illustrated as Welsh
was not spoken in that area after the tenth century nor Gaelic after
the sixteenth. Watson also give ssome examples of places which
have had Old Welsh, Gaelic and English names at different periods.

In general the elements of Celtic place-names differ little in signi-
ficance from those of other languages. Elements of topography form
perhaps the largest group. The Celtic languages, especially Irish and
Scottish Gaelic, have a very rich topographical vocabulary, espe-
cially for various types of mountains and hills. In Scottish Gaelic
the terms beinn, sliabh, monadh, cnoc, torr, tulach, meall, maol, carn,
tom, stuc and others refer to mountains and hills with varying qua-
lities of appearance, height, steepness, ruggedness, etc., for which
exact English equivalents do not exist.

Perhaps the most unique feature of Celtic place-names are the
elements inherited from the early Celtic church and its saints.
The early saints were a much-travelled group and the names of
several of them are common to several or all of the Celtic countries.
St. Cadog appears in place-names in Wales, Brittany, Cornvvalland

1 William J. Watson, History of the Oeltic Place-names 01 Scotland (Edinburgh,
1926), pp. 132, 135.
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Scotland, St. Kentigern in Scotland, Wales and Cumberland (once
the home of a branch of the Welsh as the name suggests; the land
of the Cumbrians orCymry). St. BrigidappearsinIreland and Wales,
in the latter as St. Ffraid, as does St. Colman and St. Ronan, who
also appears in Brittany. However, the countries having the greatest
number of saints' names in common are Wales, Cornwall und Brit-
tany. St. David appears in place-names of all three, usually as
Divy or De,vi, as do Saints Hernin, Carantoc, Petroc, Congar and
Brioc. In Brittany perhaps the most common saint's name is that
of St. Yves (Ewan or Euzen in Breton), a name also appearing in
Cornwall. This list by no means exhaust the catalog of Celtic saints.
It has been said that the saints of Brittany are innumerable, as the
stars of heaven.2

Saints names generally appear with a prefix identifying their
church or cell. In Scotland and Ireland cill, anglicized to kil, from
Latin cella "cell," is the most common one; e.g. Kilbrennan "cell
of St. Brendan," and ]( ilmiehael "cell of St. Michael." In Brittany
log or loe is also a common prefix, signifying a cell or hut, as in
Lokmalo "cell of St. Malo." In Wales, Cornwall and Brittany llan
or lan is the most frequently occurring religious prefix. Originally
it meant an enclosure, as it still does in Scotland and on the Isle of
Man, but by extension it came to signify the church adjacent to the
enclosure or field in which the monks grew their food supply. Welsh
examples are Llansantffraid "church of St. Brigid" and Llan-
fihangel "church of St. Michael," Fihangel being a mutation of
Mihangel "Michael." In Blittany we have Langristin "church of
St. Christine," Gristin again being a mutation of Kristin; in Corn-
wall Lanmorran "church of St. Morgan"; and among the few ex-
amples in Scotland, Lanbride "church of St. Bride."

The commonest prefixes in Celtic place-names appertaining to
cultural features of the landscape refer to farms and homesteads.
In Ireland, Scotland and on the Isle of Man this prefix appears in the
form of baile, bally or balley. This word applies not only to individual
farms but also to agricultural villages; in Ireland it also signifies a
"townland," the smallest administrative unit. Evans claims that
there are no less than 5,000 townlands in Ireland with names

2 For a study of saints' names in Wales, see E. G. Bowen, The Settlements 01 the
Celtic Saints in Wales (Cardiff, 1954).
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beginning with bally and 2,000 beginning with knock, Gaelic cnoc
"hill."3 In Brittany the prefix is ker, occurring in other Celtic lands,
often in its original meaning of "fort" or "camp." It forms such
names as l(erian "farm of Ian (John)" or Kerstephan "farm of
Steven." Ker can also apply to a group of farms, as can the Welsh
and Cornish equivalent tre, tref or trev.4 Examples are Welsh Tre-
Uynnon "farm or village of the spring" and Cornish Trewartha
"upper farm." In Brittanny the prefix tre or trev is also found, but
it is less common than ker, and is also used to denote the division of
a parish gallicized as treve, as in the instance of Trev-nevez "new
treve." Another common administrative prefix denoting a parish
is plou, as in Plounevez "new parish" or Plougastel "parish of the
castel."

Some terms referring to earlier practices of transhumance in
Celtic countries are still to be found in place-names from most areas.
In Wales a summer shieling is kno",vnas a hafod (haf "summer"),
while the main or winter farm is the hendre, literally "old farm."
In Cornwall the corresponding terms are kewas and kendra. In Ire-
land the shieling was known as the buaile, anglicized to booley, and
in Scotland as the airidh. The Scottish term applies more generally
to hill pasture, while its Manx equivalent aeree or eary has by ex-
tension come to mean a moor. On the Isle of Man the term bwoaillee
is not exactly synonymous with Irish buaile, but is closer to the
Scottish buaile and refers to a fold or pen, not necessarily in upland
areas.

Other peculiarities of Celtic agriculture are reflected in the terms
applied to different categories of farmland. In most Celtic-speaking
areas farmland was divided into an infield, with the soil kept in
condition for continuous cropping by the application of farm manure
and seaweed, and an outfield, generally on the lower slopes of the
hills or in areas of poorer soil, where crops were sown only at
intervals without manuring and where cattle or sheep were grazed
for the rest of the time. Beyond these fields stretched the common
grazing lands on the moors and hill-sides. No Gaelic term for the
infield seems to have been common over any large area. Uhlig re-

3 E. Estyn Evans, Irish Folk Ways (New York, 1957), p. 28.
4 In Wales pentrej is an alternative affix denoting a village, though not an agri-

cultural one.
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ports the termgeadha·il from Jura, 5 while faaigh was used on the
Isle of Man. In Cornwall the infield was known as the gwel, and in
Wales as the cae hen or" old field." In Scotland the infieldwas divided
into strips or rigs, known individually as a gead or iomaire, while
potatoes were grown on both the infield and outfield in "lazy
beds," known as feannagan. In Brittany the farmland was divided
into the cultivated douar gounid or meziou and the intermittently
cultivated douar frost or douar skod. Beyond the outfields lay the
rough pastures, shared in conlmon, and known in Scotland as the
coitcheann and in Wales as the cytir (both meaning "common"),
and in Brittany as the menez. On modern Welsh farms the rough
pastures are known as the Uriddoedd (singular Uridd), and are an
enclosed area of the gwaun "moor."6

Michigan State University

Appendix

The following list does not by any means try to include all the
elements likely to be encountered in the place-names appearing on
the topographic map of a given area, but is intended as a guide to
the 11lainelements common to all Celtic-speaking regions. Ho,vever,
an attempt is made to show differences in meaning that often exist
between words of similar form in the different Celtic languages.

5 Harald Uhlig, "Typen kleinbauerlicher Siedlungen auf den Hebriden," Erd-
kunde, Vol. XIII, No.2 (l\Iay, 1959), pp. 102-103.

6 For a detailed account of terms and names connected with Celtic agriculture
and rural settlements in Ireland, Wales, Cornwall and on the Isle of Man see Pierre
Flatres, Geographie Rurale de Quatre Gontrees Geltiques (Rennes, 1957), passim.
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